REYKO are a London-based electropop duo consisting of vocalist Soleil and producer Igor.

They first began capturing attention and building a fanbase with several viral songs surpassing overall 40 million streams, and breaking through to commercials, TV theme tunes and movie soundtracks. The success led to the release of their critically acclaimed self titled debut album in 2020: a hypnotic electropop effort where Soleil's unique hush voice and melodies breeze among electronic beats, digital basses and sparse guitars produced by Igor, borrowing from genres such as electro, minimal or hip-hop.

REYKO are now back with new music with a more urgent and driving musical direction. The duo are making music that picks you up and fills you up with energy in order to navigate these uncertain times. They will be releasing singles consistently throughout 2021 which will lead to the release of their new album in October.

REYKO's live show is an extension of their music: intoxicating and full of charming and intriguing energy. Their live set up is a mix of electronic and acoustic instruments, and the duo don't leave indifferent anyone who comes to their show. With their following steadily increasing, Soleil and Igor are bound to big things to come.
PRESS

“REYKO raise the temperature with nuanced electronics, melodic digitalism, and bittersweet word play. Subtle hues and subdued colouring build on this, fully matching REYKO’s mature but addictive take on pop.”

-CLASH

“The duo have really been honing in on a signature style. REYKO are truly a refreshing act”

-CONVERSATIONS ABOUT HER

“With their soothing, catchy electronic tunes, REYKO continue to impress us with their intoxicating music”

-GET IN HER EARS

“REYKO continue to raise with every release, creating on their own terms and turning heads of many in the process.”

-GIG SOUP

“Leagues and bounds more genuine than most of the stuff coming out on the radio”

-WE ALL WANT SOMEONE TO SHOUT FOR